
Our growing company is looking for a talent scout. We appreciate you taking the
time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t
fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for talent scout

Take responsibility for the quality of assessment and documentation of artist
files, and ensure applications are followed up
Constantly monitor new trends in the performing arts
Provide clarification on and verify any profiles sought for shows in
performance and in creation, any casting issues involved (deadlines to be
kept, potential alternatives, action plans)
Recommend artists who are likely to join the various CDS shows, in
compliance with the required guidelines
Develop and maintain strong business relationships built on trust with the
various Casting partners (artistic directors, directors of creation, stage
directors, designers, coaches)
Attend artistic events relevant to scouting
Plan, carry out, manage effectively and ensure the success of all projects
(auditions, scouting, conferences, casting calls, special projects)
Take responsibility for the results of external projects (scouting, auditions)
and internal projects (current casting calls, casting calls in creation)
Maintain the current network of national and international contacts, and
develop new contacts based on the Casting needs
Assume responsibility for ensuring the development of recruitment strategies
and processes for singers

Qualifications for talent scout
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Significant recruitment and candidate sourcing experience within a similar
fast-paced environment
In-house sourcing experience, or RPO/on-site sourcing management for client
roles (including high degree of stakeholder and HR interaction), or
research/head-hunter agency campaign management experience
Experience with multiple recruiting/sourcing technologies – CRM/TRM, ATS,
media
University degree with 1-3 years of recruiting, sourcing, or recruiting support
experience
Fluent English with one additional European Language (Swedish, Finnish,
Danish, German, French)


